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Purpose
TESA STAT-EXPRESS MACHINE software version has been updated to match
closely with the user-friendliness and the intuitiveness that describe the TESAREFLEX philosophy.
Dedicated to the use of the software along with a CMM, a new function was
developed and considerably decreases the global required time when setting up
the software prior to any measurement.

What is STAT-EXPRESS?
TESA STAT-EXPRESS is a SPC (Statistical Process Control) software. It provides different
possibilities as real-time statistics calculation or automatic reports.
Once one has entered manually and described the different characteristics (radius, diameter, position,
length,…) which are going to be measured, the software knows in which sequence data are coming in.
Step by step it calculates the new statistical values once a new value has been received.
1. Options
Buttons and setting zone
2. Program
Each line correspond to a new
characteristic corresponding to
dedicated measuring values
3. Characteristic setting
View of the selected characteristic
settings.
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How does it work?

1. Machine
When measuring touch trigger probe and encoders (machine position) signals are sent to the
panel.
2. TESA-REFLEX panel
The panel processes received data and helps the user following the measuring program (if manual
CMM) or manages the automatic measurement (if Dual CMM). Once “send through serial port”
commands are reached in the measuring program, data are sent to the computer.
3. TESA STAT-EXPRESS
Data sent from the panel are automatically received by STAT-EXPRESS and statistics calculation
can be performed and displayed in real time. At the end of a measuring cycle, it is possible to
create automatically a measuring report and either sent in to a printer to have it in hardcopy or
gets a *.pdf of it.

Why a new function?
Previous STAT-EXPRESS releases required the need of a manual program creation which was time
consuming and made the process more complex doubling the user work. Indeed, two programs had to
be created:
1. In TESA-REFLEX panel, this is the measuring program
2. In STAT-EXPRESS, for data management

STAT-EXPRESS program example

The new function simplifies STAT-EXPRESS program creation prior to any data management and
calculation from received measured values.

What is this new function?
The principle is kept as simple as possible. The user gets a unique window (in STAT-EXPRESS) from
which different parameters can be inserted manually and are always editable as:
•

Characteristic’s name

•

Nominal value

•

Upper and lower tolerance

STAT-EXPRESS « Import/edit value from MH3D » new window

The innovative aspect lies in the way characteristics are being created.
Creating a measuring sequence
→ The user creates his program and stores it in
his USB stick.
→ The measuring sequence must include “send
through serial port” commands.

Setting STAT-EXPRESS
→ The new import window is enabled and ready
to receive data.
Recalling measuring program
→ The measuring sequence is recalled and run
(manually or automatically)
→ Once reaching “send through serial”
commands, data are automatically sent to the
computer where new characteristics lines are
automatically created in STAT-EXPRESS.

STAT-EXPRESS « Import/edit value from MH3D » window with characteristics

In the above picture, the first red rectangle shows the nominal-tolerance values area. This is the
location were these values can be changed at any time.
The second rectangle shows an important option. In order to gain time, no characteristics are normally
removed (or hidden) in the TESA-REFLEX panel program directly. This implies that all characteristics
of a results page will be sent to STAT-EXPRESS when running the program. Nevertheless, this option
is the mean for a user to define whether a characteristic is to be kept or not. By un-ticking a line (and
clicking on save button), this characteristic will be totally removed from the corresponding STATEXPRESS program.

Message example after running a program and unticking characteristics

Once tolerance have been set, STAT-EXPRESS is now ready to be used along with a TESA CMM
and the corresponding measuring program in the TESA-REFLEX panel.

Where can I find information?
1. STAT-EXPRESS GENERAL USER MANUAL
This file includes all details related to STAT-EXPRESS. This document is global and describes all
STAT-EXPRESS options.
Document is downloadable from here.
2. STAT-EXPRESS AND TESA CMM, USER MANUAL
User guide describing the steps required to use a TESA CMM (TESA-REFLEX panel) along with
STAT-EXPRESS.
Document is downloadable from here.
3. STAT-EXPRESS AND TESA CMM, VIDEO TUTORIAL
This is the video tutorial of the new option settings and use.
Document is downloadable from here.

